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have a fuller view of the palaces and mosques than her
father, Don Juan, in the ballad. But the Moors on
the walls saw her, and at once a large number hurried
forth, hoping to secure such a prize, and fell on the
guard of horsemen below, whom they at first scattered;
and Isabel, kneeling on the house-top, saw her mailed
warriors flying before the white - turbaned Moors.
Before, however, the enemy could turn back to over-
power the few who guarded the house, the Marquis of
Cadiz, coming up with twelve hundred lances, broke
them, and chased them back to the gates, then returned
to escort the queen safely back.
About a month later, just as all had gone to rest, a
lady chanced to hold her lamp too near the hangings
of her tent; a fire broke out and quickly consumed all
that quarter of the camp, with no loss of life, but of
much of rich garments. All the queen's wardrobe was
lost; but that same night Don Gonzalo de Cordova
sent to Illora for a supply from the stores of his bride,
Dona Maria Manrique. and so splendid and numerous
were the robes and all the toilette necessaries which
arrived, that Isabel jestingly told him that the fire had
done the most damage in the coffers of Illora.
This accident led to the erection of a more solid
town, by way of camp, than that which had been erected
before Baeza. The buildings were of stone and mortar,
and were so permanent that" the army thought it
deserved a name, and wanted to call it Isabel, but the
queen begged that it might rather be known as Santa
Fe. Between its trenches and the walls of the city
endless encounters took place, and many a gallant
deed was done. The following ballad, translated from
Perez de Hyta, describes one of these encounters r

